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Who was Paul Manafort working for at the time?  
‘Cuz both he and Tom Barrack were friends of Epstein’s.
😉

Boop. 

From back in March.  
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Let's take a look... 
In 1982, Epstein left Bear Stearns to launch his own private 
equity mgmnt company. 
Although, for some reason, he felt the need to say he was a 
"bounty hunter" for governments looking to retrieve stolen funds.  
We find no gov. clients.vanityfair.com/news/2003/03/j…
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150 people are talking about this

And now I’ve shown that the Bear Stearns connection was “Ace” Greenberg himself. 

Friend & associate of Roy Cohn (Manafort’s mentor), and primary financier of

Trump’s AC casinos. 
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5. Meet Alan "Ace" Greenberg, former Chairman of the Board of 
Bear Stearns. 
The man who plucked Epstein out of his dubious teaching 
position at Dalton School, & secured him at Bear Stearns. 
He's also the man who bank-rolled Donald Trump for 
years.vanityfair.com/news/2003/03/j…
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739 people are talking about this

I’m right about this. 

The real connection between Epstein & Trump is money-laundering. 

And we need to consider what the Intel community knew about Epstein, considering

not only the despots he enabled, but his even dirtier business w/ Robert Maxwell’s

kid. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/_3eC35LoF4U

(Source for 1st tweet, from today:
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I was a friend of Jeffrey Epstein; here's what I know
Epstein's lawyers are signaling his most powerful friends' secrets are safe with him,
will that keep them close?
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